Martel Announcements
1. Amy has started a Presidential Twitter! http://twitter.com/MartelPrez I expect her to be roughly twice as entertaining as Lil Jon (also FYI, if you add "Liz Lemon" to the end of all of Kanye's tweets he basically turns into Tracy Morgan).
2. Thanks to the Awards and Associates Committees for being fantastic, and making us dress nicely. Also thanks to whichever associate suggested that Bo drop out of law school to pursue stand-up.
3. Hutch will be at next week’s LAST and THEMED parliament to talk about alcohol policy.
4. Space request: 5th year Martelian requests use of the quad for windmill-building, we replace "quad" with "backyard" and approve.
5. Socials! There will be a tailgate this Friday, and we need security for beach party.
6. Somewhere Never Traveled is still happening, theaterkidz did a nice dance in the window of the PDR to advertise.
7. Jaclyn is taking the reins on organizing a Martel Newsletter for alums, associates, and parents. This will be sent out once a semester - e-mail martelnewsletter@gmail.com with suggestions. It looks AMAZING.
8. Shotgun shooting this Saturday! Meet at 1:00 PM in the commons. Price range depends on how much ammo you buy ($15-$40).
9. MARS was dandy! The PAAs/Mentors did a great job putting it on, and anyone who will be doing research next year/this summer should keep it in mind as a fantastic opportunity to practice presenting in a non-threatening environment.

Campus-Wide Announcements
9. Baseball this weekend, obvs
10. Register at least 12 hours by Friday, or get slammed with a late fee ($75!). If you need dummy hours, BIOE 420 has 13 spots left! You know you want to.

Forum
11. ROTUNDA REMODELING!!! We so excited. H&D will cover the cost of the floor (debate: will they just do re-carpeting, or can we put in hardwood/tile?), and half the price of everything else. Debate ensues; ideas abound. Can we get an alum (cough Ralph O'Conner cough) to sponsor and dedicate it to them so we can save money? How do we manage the color scheme? Are the columns dummy columns, and can we get rid of them? Do we want it to be a study space or a lounge space or both? I want twister-patterned carpet and glow-in-the-dark stars. E-MAIL AMY with ideas.
12. THEMED PARLIAMENT NEXT WEEK. Theme? Jaclyn suggest Hamilton-themed where we all dress like dogs, but the winner is....the return of DCILF!!!! from college night '08. This stands for Disney Characters I'd Like to Fuck. Hutch has basically no idea what he's in for (can we get him to dress up as Geppetto????)
13. CREST CHANGES? A rumor abounds that the Martel crest can be changed after 10 years. It's been 10 years. Do we want to do this? People are split (primarily by class, interestingly enough). Potential issues: alienating alums, getting a new flag, all our merchandise will now be vintage (and so hip). Maybe we'll put together a committee, if this even turns out to be true.

Members in Attendance:
Amy "Regularly beats 10 year olds at dancing contests" Buxbaum
Dylan "Why are they clapping?" McNally
Michele "Minnie Mouse" Bolaños
Jordan "Happiest place on earth" Reuter
Jordan "All I did when I worked at a theme park was get little kids stuck on roller coasters" Schermerhorn
Doug "Disneyland is soooo much better (but the Lakers suck)" Chen
Amy "Now THAT's a DCILF!!" Altchuler
Navi "My favorite sophomore" Dhaliwal
Chris "Move it like Berney" Gray (bonus reference dancing video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKhyM1aBri)
Claire "What do the parents think?" Mauvais
Iggy "Wait is that the REAL Mickey Mouse?" Olivera
Jaclyn "Disney World has too many babies" Youngblood
Katie "The kid won" Doody
Kaiio "No, Mickey definitely won" Ferreira
Justin "Hates waiting in line" Montes
Denis "Animal Kingdom" Leahy
Laura "Epcot" Lopez
Rachel "Magic Kingdom" Schlossman
Izzy "Hollywood Studios" Spanswick